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We analyzed the potential of the LC with
√
s = 0.5 TeV, LC⊗LHC based ep ollider with √s =
3.74 TeV and the LHC with
√
s = 14 TeV to searh for exited eletrons through transition magneti
type ouplings with gauge bosons. The e⋆ → eγ signal and orresponding bakgrounds are studied
in detail.
I. INTRODUCTION
Three types of olliders related to the energy frontiers in partile physis researh seem to be promising in the next
deade. Namely, they are Large Hadron Collider (LHC) with the enter of mass energy
√
s = 14 TeV and luminosity
L = 1034 − 1035m−2s−1, linear e+e− ollider (LC) with √s = 0.5 TeV and L = 1034 − 1035m−2s−1, and lina-ring
type ep ollider (LC⊗LHC) with √s = 3.74 TeV and L = 1031 − 1032m−2s−1 (see [1℄ and referenes therein). Even
though the last one has a lower luminosity it an provide better onditions for investigations of a lot of phenomena
omparing to LC due to the essentially higher enter of mass energy and LHC due to more lear environment. For
this reason, dierent phenomena (ompositeness, SUSY, et.) should be analyzed taking into aount all three types
of olliders.
The fundamental questions left open by the Standard Model (SM), suh as the number of fermion families, the
fermion masses and the mixings, are addressed by omposite models [2℄. In the framework of omposite models of
quarks and leptons, onstituents of known fermions interat by means of new interations. A non-trivial substruture
of known fermions leads to a rih spetrum of exited states [3℄. Phenomenologially, an exited lepton is dened to be
a heavy lepton whih shares leptoni quantum numbers with one of the existing leptons. Charged (e⋆, µ⋆ and τ⋆) and
neutral (ν⋆e , ν
⋆
µ and ν
⋆
τ ) exited leptons are predited by omposite models where leptons and quarks have substruture.
Current limits on the mass of the exited eletron are [4℄: m⋆ > 100 GeV from LEP (pair prodution) assuming
f = f ′ [5℄, m⋆ > 223 GeV from HERA (single prodution) assuming f = f
′ = Λ/m⋆ [6℄ and m⋆ > 310 GeV from LEP
(indiret) assuming λγ = 1 [7℄.
On the theoretial side, the prodution of exited leptons was studied at LEP and HERA energies [8℄ and at hadron
olliders [9℄ by taking into aount only the signal. The LEP and HERA bounds on exited lepton masses are low
enough when ompared to the expeted sale for the ompositeness. This motivates us to reanalyze the exited lepton
prodution at the future olliders. In this paper, we go beyond by studying the signal as well as the bakground
(with the interferene between them) at the similar experimental onditions and ompare the potential of eah type
of olliders to searh for the single prodution of exited eletrons.
The interation between an exited lepton, gauge bosons and the SM leptons is desribed by SU(2)×U(1) invariant
lagrangian [8, 9, 10℄
L =
1
2Λ
l¯R
⋆
σµν
[
fg
−→τ
2
· −→Wµν + f
′
g
′ Y
2
Bµν
]
lL + h.c. (1)
where Λ is the sale of the new physis responsible for the existene of exited leptons; Wµν and Bµν are the eld
strength tensors;
−→τ denotes the Pauli matries, Y = −1/2 is the hyperharge; g and g′ are the SM gauge ouplings
of SU(2) and U(1), respetively; the onstants f and f
′
are the saling fators for the orresponding gauge ouplings.
In these expressions, σµν = i(γµγν − γνγµ)/2 where γµ are the Dira matries.
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2For an exited eletron, three deay modes are possible: radiative deays e⋆ → eγ, harged urrent deays e⋆ → νW ,
neutral urrents deays e⋆ → eZ. Negleting ordinary lepton masses the deay widths are obtained as [9, 10℄
Γ(e⋆ → lV ) = αm
3
⋆
4Λ2
f2V
(
1− m
2
V
m2⋆
)2(
1 +
m2V
2m2⋆
)
(2)
where fγ = −(f + f
′
)/2, fW = f/(
√
2sinθW ) and fZ = (−fcos2θW + f ′sin2θW )/2. The total deay width Γ of the
exited eletron and the relative branhing ratios (BR) into ordinary leptons and gauge bosons γ, Z,W are given in
Fig. 1. For a omparison, in Fig. 1(a) we show the total deay widths of exited eletron for Λ = m⋆and Λ = 1 TeV,
whih are ommonly used for the new physis sale. For large values of the exited eletron mass, the branhing ratio
for the individual deay hannels reahes to the onstant values 60% for the W -hannel, 12% for the Z-hannel and
28% for the photon hannel. The branhing ratios in these dierent modes depend on the relative values of f and f
′
.
For f = f
′
, the radiative deay is allowed for exited eletron whereas it is forbidden for exited neutrino.
II. SINGLE PRODUCTION OF EXCITED ELECTRONS
We analyze the potentials of the LC, LC⊗LHC and LHC mahines to searh for exited eletrons (or positrons) via
the single prodution reations
e+e− → e±⋆e∓ (3)
e−p→ e−⋆q(q¯)X (4)
pp→ e±⋆e∓X and pp→ e−(+)⋆(ν)νX (5)
with subsequent deay of exited eletron (or positron) into photon and an eletron (or positron). Therefore, we deal
with the proess e+e− → γe±e∓, and subproesses e−q(q¯) → γe−q(q¯), qq¯ → γe±e∓ and qq¯′ → γe−(+)(ν¯)ν. The
signal and bakground were simulated at the parton level by using the program CompHEP 4.2 [11℄ (the interferene
terms between signal and bakground proesses are inluded). In our alulations we used the parton distribution
funtions library CTEQ6L [12℄ with the fatorization sale Q2 = sˆ.
For a omparison of dierent olliders, the signal ross setions for the proesses given above are presented in Fig.
2 assuming the sale Λ = m∗ and the oupling parameters f = f
′
= 1.
A. e−e+ Collider
High energy eletron-positron ollisions onstitute an exellent environment for the searh for exited leptons. We
examine the single prodution of exited eletrons (e⋆) at future e−e+ olliders with
√
s = 500 GeV, through the
proess e−e+ → e±⋆e∓ → e±e∓γ. The Feynman diagram for the proess e−e+ → e−⋆e+ is shown in Fig. 3.
We applied to this proess the following aeptane uts
pe,γT > 20 GeV (6)
|ηe±,γ | < 2.5 (7)
∆R(e+e−),(e±γ) > 0.4 (8)
where pT is the transverse momentum of the visible partile. η stands for the pseudo-rapidity of the visible partiles
and ∆R =
√
∆η2 +∆φ2 is the separation between two of them. After applying these uts, the SM bakground
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Figure 1: (a) The total deay width Γ in GeV of exited eletron for the sale Λ = 1 TeV and Λ = m⋆ with the ouplings
f = f ′ = 1, and (b) the branhing ratios BR (%) depending on the mass of exited eletron for f = f ′ = 1.
ross setion is found to be σ = 1.93 pb. The eγ deay produts of exited eletron an be easily identied sine
they typially have large transverse momentum of about m∗/2. Fig. 4 shows the invariant mass meγ distribution in
the reation e+e− → e+e−γ for the SM and with the inlusion of an exited eletron with masses m⋆ = 200 GeV,
m⋆ = 300 GeV, m⋆ = 400 GeV and parameterf = f
′
= 1.
A natural way to extrat the exited eletron signal, and at the same time suppress the SM bakgrounds, is to
impose a ut on the eγ invariant mass. Therefore, we introdued the ut
|me±γ −m⋆| < 25 GeV (9)
for onsidered exited eletron mass range. In Table I, we have presented the signal (for f = f
′
= 1) and bakground
ross setions in eγ invariant mass bins sine the signal is onentrated in a small region proportional to the invariant
mass resolution. In order to examine the potential of the ollider to searh for the exited eletron, we dened the
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Figure 2: The total ross setions for the single prodution of exited eletron at e−e+ ollider with
√
s = 0.5 TeV, ep ollider
with
√
s = 3.74 TeV and pp ollider with
√
s = 14 TeV.
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Figure 3: Exited eletron prodution at e−e+ olliders through the (a) s−hannel and (b) t− hannel exhange diagrams.
statistial signiane SS of the signal
SS =
|σS+B − σB|√
σB
√
Lint (10)
where Lint is the integrated luminosity of the ollider. The values of SS evaluated at eah exited eletron mass
points are shown in the last olumn of Table I. As seen from the Table I the alulated SS values are higher than
5 up to the enter of mass energy of the LC. Single prodution of exited eletrons is dominated by the t-hannel γ
exhange ontribution whih makes its detetion feasible up to masses next to the e+e− ollider enter of mass energy
even with fairly small magneti transition ouplings to eletrons. For various oupling parameters f(= f
′
), we give
the SS values in Fig. 5. Conerning the riteria above (SS>5), even for smaller oupling as f = f ′ = 0.1 exited
eletrons with masses up to 375 GeV an be probed at the LC.
B. ep Collider
The magneti transition ouplings of exited eletron to the eletron allows single prodution of e⋆ through t-hannel
γ and Z exhange. The Feynman diagrams for the subproess e−q → e−⋆q and e−q → e−⋆q are shown in Fig. 6.
After the aeptane uts the total SM bakground ross setion is obtained as σB = 4.29 pb. Fig. 7 shows the
invariant mass meγ distribution in the reation e
−q → e−γq for the SM bakground and the signal (for f = f
′
= 1)
with the inlusion of an exited eletron with masses m⋆ = 200 GeV, m⋆ = 400 GeV, m⋆ = 800 GeV and m⋆ = 1200
GeV.
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Figure 4: Invariant mass meγ distribution of signal (the sale Λ = m∗ and the oupling parameters f = f
′
= 1) and bakground
at e−e+ ollider.
Table I: The ross setions of the exited eletron signal and relevant bakgrounds after the uts at e−e+ollider with
√
s = 0.5
TeV and Lint = 10
5
fb
−1
assuming Λ = m⋆ and f = f
′ = 1.
m⋆(GeV) σS+B(pb) σB(pb) SS
200 5.93× 100 1.35 × 10−1 4992.0
250 3.27× 100 1.68 × 10−1 2395.8
300 1.95× 100 2.02 × 10−1 1226.9
350 1.14× 100 2.26 × 10−1 606.9
400 6.49× 10−1 1.86 × 10−1 185.4
475 3.17× 10−1 1.16 × 10−1 81.3
In Table II, we present the signal and bakground ross setions in eγ invariant mass bins satisfying the ondition
|me−γ −m⋆| < 25 GeV for the mass range m⋆ = 200− 1200 GeV and |me−γ −m⋆| < 50 GeV for m⋆ = 1200− 2500
GeV. For various oupling parameters f(= f
′
), we show the mass dependene of the SS in Fig. 8. As an be seen
from Table II LC⊗LHC an disover exited eletron in e⋆ → eγ deay mode for f = f ′ = 1 up to the mass of 2300
GeV. This limit is larger than the orresponding one whih an be reahed at 500 GeV e+e− ollider.
A ommon feature of the e+e− and ep ollisions with respet to the single prodution of exited eletron is the
prominent role played by t-hannel photon exhange mehanism whih generates large prodution rates. This also
leads to the strong limits on the ompositeness sale in ase of the negative searh.
C. pp Collider
At the LHC, the single prodution of exited eletrons takes plae through the subproesses qq¯ → Z/γ → e±e∓⋆ →
e±e∓γ and qq¯
′ → W∓ → νe∓⋆ → νe∓γ via the Drell-Yan mehanism. The diagrams related to these subproesses
are shown in Fig. 9. After the aeptane uts the total SM bakground ross setions are obtained as σB = 1.16 pb
for the proess pp→ e+e−γX and σB = 1.35 pb for pp→ νe−γX .
Fig. 10 shows the invariant mass meγ distributions in the reations pp → e+e−γX and pp → νe−γX for the SM
bakground and the signal (for f = f
′
= 1) with the inlusion of an exited eletron with masses m⋆ = 200 GeV,
m⋆ = 400 GeV, m⋆ = 800 GeV and m⋆ = 1200 GeV. In Table III, we present the signal and bakground ross setions
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Figure 5: Statististial signiane depending on the exited eletron mass and dierent oupling parameters at the LC for the
sale Λ = m∗.
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Figure 6: Single prodution of exited eletrons at ep olliders through the subproesses (a) e−q → e−⋆q and (b) e−q → e−⋆q.
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Figure 7: Invariant mass meγ distribution of signal (Λ = m⋆ and f = f
′
= 1) and bakground at e−p olliders.
7Table II: The ross setions of the signal and relevant bakgrounds at e−p ollider with
√
s = 3.74 TeV and Lint = 100 pb
−1
assuming Λ = m⋆ and f = f
′ = 1.
Mass, GeV ∆σS+B(pb) ∆σB(pb) SS
200 1.55 × 101 5.03 × 10−1 2117.5
400 1.32 × 100 1.02 × 10−1 696.5
600 6.68 × 10−1 3.37 × 10−2 345.4
800 2.78 × 10−1 1.25 × 10−2 237.1
1000 1.25 × 10−1 4.44 × 10−3 181.6
1200 6.23 × 10−2 1.83 × 10−3 141.3
1500 1.82 × 10−2 1.17 × 10−3 50.2
2000 5.63 × 10−3 1.16 × 10−3 13.1
2500 2.01 × 10−3 1.16 × 10−3 2.5
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Figure 8: Statististial signiane depending on the exited eletron mass for dierent oupling parameters for the
proesse−p→ e−⋆q(q¯)X at the LC⊗LHC.
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Figure 9: Exited eletron prodution via the (a,b) photon and Z−boson exhange, and (,d) W−−boson in the s−hannel
diagrams at hadron olliders.
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Figure 10: Invariant mass meγ distribution of signal and bakground for the proesses (a) pp→ e+e−γX and (b) pp→ νe−γX
at pp ollider (LHC).
in eγ invariant mass bins satisfying the ondition |me−γ −m⋆| < 25 GeV for exited eletron mass m⋆ = 200− 1200
GeV and |me−γ −m⋆| < 50 GeV for m⋆ = 1200− 2500 GeV. Statistial signiane SS are shown in Fig. 11 (a) for
pp→ e+e−γX and (b) for pp→ νe−γX proesses with dierent ouplings f(= f ′). One an onlude that the results
obtained in this study turns out to be at least an order of magnitude more stringent than the present best limits
oming from the HERA experiments. Moreover, the LHC will be able to extend onsiderably the range of exited
eletron masses that an be probed (up to about 2 TeV).
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Figure 11: Statistial signiane depending on the exited eletron mass for proess (a) pp→ e+e−γX and (b) pp→ νe−γX
with dierent ouplings f(= f ′) at the LHC.
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Table III: The ross setions of the signal and relevant bakgrounds at pp ollider (LHC) with
√
s = 14 TeV and Lint = 10
5
pb
−1
.
The statistial signiane SS are given for the oupling f = f ′ = 1 and the sale Λ = m⋆.
Final states→ e−e+γ e−νγ
Mass, GeV σS+B(pb) σB(pb) SS σS+B(pb) σB(pb) SS
200 2.33× 10−1 1.29× 10−2 613.6 2.98× 10−1 9.79× 10−4 3003.8
400 2.24× 10−2 1.79× 10−4 524.4 2.52× 10−2 5.98× 10−5 1027.5
800 1.67× 10−3 8.01× 10−5 56.1 1.65× 10−3 2.28× 10−5 107.7
1200 3.13× 10−4 1.56× 10−5 23.8 2.91× 10−4 1.29× 10−5 24.4
1600 7.63× 10−5 5.75× 10−6 9.3 7.00× 10−5 5.81× 10−6 8.4
2000 2.26× 10−5 1.24× 10−6 6.1 1.97× 10−5 1.46× 10−6 4.8
2500 6.27× 10−6 7.35× 10−7 2.0 4.97× 10−6 6.14× 10−7 1.7
III. CONCLUSION
We give the realisti estimates for exited eletron signal and the orresponding bakground at three-type of olliders
with the availability of higher enter of mass energies and higher luminosities. Sine the ross setion for the signal
is proportional to 1/Λ2, various hoies of the Λ, i.e. in this study we have hoosen Λ = m⋆, will lead to the hanges
in the ross setions as (m⋆/Λ)
2. For Λ = 1 TeV, we need to multiply the signal ross setions by a fator [m⋆(TeV)℄
2
at every mass values of exited eletrons. This fator also extends the attainable mass limits for m⋆ > 1 TeV. Our
analysis show that for f = f
′
= 1 LC an disover exited eletron in e⋆ → eγ deay mode up to the kinematial
limit, while LC⊗LHC and LHC an reah muh higher mass values, namely 2300 GeV and 1900 GeV, respetively.
For f = f
′
= 0.05 disover limits are: 240 GeV at LC, 650 GeV at LC⊗LHC and 450 GeV at LHC.
In our analysis, we assumed that the exited eletron interat with the SM partiles via the eetive Lagrangian
(1). In priniple, exited eletron may also ouple to ordinary quarks and leptons via ontat interations whih an
enlarge disovery limits for pp olliders [9, 13℄ as well as for ep olliders. However, we restrit ourselves to the gauge
interations sine the aim of this paper is to ompare the potential of three types of olliders within the similar sets
of uts. Our results oinide with [10℄ where similar analysis was performed for the LC, and essentially oinide with
[14℄ where dierent parton distribution funtions, namely MRS (G) [15℄, have been used for the single prodution of
exited eletrons at the LHC. Finally, our analysis show that LC⊗LHC is more promising than the LHC and muh
more promising than the LC for the proesses onsidered.
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